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The world of big business and international industry will never be less complicated. As the scope of each industry and organization expands, more highly qualified and trained roles need to be filled to meet their needs. One of the more generally defined categories of supporting role in



business is that of supply chain management, which deals with every aspect of product development and distribution. What is a Supply Chain? Many individuals are completely unfamiliar with the concept of supply chains in the modern business world, in terms of how they work and what
they do, but the idea is simple enough to explain. Throughout history—ever since people settled down, began growing food, and began building permanent cities—the presence of large, centralized populations has mandated a certain degree of logistical sophistication. Thousands of years
ago, everyone needed food, and builders needed wood and stone, but none of them could be provided locally in sufficient quantities to meet the demands of a city population. In a way, the supply chain industry is one of the earliest organized human endeavors, having outgrown our basic
need to see that our other basic needs are met. In the military, and in industry; in peace and in war, supply chains are crucial to getting material goods where they need to go. What Does a Supply Chain Professional Do? There are many types of supply chain professionals. The scale of the
industry is broad: of course, supply workers must be able to move physical products from point A to point B, but they are also involved in every important step along the way. Logisticians often handle the organization of cargo and transport, but they can also handle quality control. Landmen
assess the usability of land, and determine whether a plot is available for rent or purchase. Analysts are working to determine the policies, especially for a particular company or industry, through which other supply chain management professionals can operate at peak efficiency. Supply
chain professionals work out contracts between organizations, connect public and private infrastructure, and ensure that all relevant government regulations are complied with. Where are the opportunities for employment? Due to the breadth and scope of the industry, there are plenty of
opportunities for supply chain professionals in the public and private sectors. There are jobs in academia, where supply chain professional's analytical skills come in handy. There is military work, especially with the U.S. military policy of rapid worldwide deployment, and there are significant
opportunities within such government agencies as the Department of Transportation, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the Department of Energy. Entry-level supply chain and logistic positions pay well, usually over $56,000 a year to start, and they offer
advancement to high-level management positions. A professional, with a well-rounded career behind him or her, can easily start their own independent consulting business: many companies, public and private, hire services of independent contractors. For more information SCM is a
growing area, at once rich with opportunities and very competitive. The good news is, there are sure to be opportunities in SCM within your preferred niche, field, or industry; everyone has to work with suppliers and move their products around. The better your training qualifications, the more
likely you are to stand out in the employment pool. Investopedia helps with the breakdown of supply chain management, providing additional information on what is needed to help you make an ideal first impression. Related Resource: The 20 Best Online Master's in Supply Chain
Management Supply Chain Management Program (SCM) is the process of shepherding materials through the many phases of a company's operations, from procurement and warehousing to shipping. Effective SCM ensures that items go where they need to go, when they need to go there.
These efficiencies save your business money by avoiding confusion and layoffs, and they create a superior customer experience as orders are filled with high-quality products. SCM forecasts demand for a product, placing orders in advance so materials are in place when they are needed.
Purchasing is an important part of the process, as supply-chain managers decide where to get the necessary items at the best price in a time frame that synchronizes with the company's business. Product assembly and storage is part of the supply chain process as well, as materials are
manufactured into products and then stored until these products are ordered. Keeping track of the inventory affects several parts of the supply chain process. Having insufficient inventory means it's time to order more materials, and more items need to be produced. On the other hand, using
excess inventory requires increased marketing efforts or clearance strategies. When customers place orders, supply-chain managers ensure that these orders are properly filled and produced on time, and then the supply-chain process is put back into motion to replace materials that have
left the store. Efficient SCM creates a smooth flow of work and materials, saving money and increasing customer satisfaction. When materials are available when needed to fill orders, avoid idle time waiting for parts. You also bypass the bottlenecks that occur when one phase of the
production process is complete before another phase is ready to begin. When materials are on hand or arrive quickly enough to complete orders on schedule, customers are satisfied, and you earn their recurring business. A supply-chain manager who manages inventory well avoids the
waste that occurs if you have too much of an item on hand when demand plummets. Successful inventory management also helps cash flow because your capital is floating and available for pressing expenses expenses like rent and wages rather than tied up in materials sitting on your
shelf collecting dust. Supply-chain managers work with variables that are constantly shifting, and successful businesses depend on being able to adapt and switch according to need. Sourcing difficulties can be avoided by having several options for obtaining different items. Processes
should be fluid enough that they can be reconfigured if demand changes. For effective SCM, develop strategies and plans, and then create one backup plan, and another, just in case. There are a growing number of suite programs that can help companies maximize efficiencies in their
supply chain. There are specific software packages that can be implemented for purchase or planning, but there is a software product, called Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), that can be implemented throughout the enterprise that includes all aspects of the company. ERP is a method
of managing all of a business process through a series of integrated software applications. Applications can include everything from customer service and accounting to the raw product acquisition and distribution. SAP SE is one of the leading global companies in providing companies with
forward-looking, industry-based, supply management solutions. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) software has been implemented by a large number of Fortune 500 companies over the past twenty years. The common database and real-time processing have enabled companies to
benefit from responding to situations in the supply chain that would not have been possible without ERP software. The market leader in ERP software is the German company, SAP. The company was founded in 1972 and is now a market leader and technology leader in client/server
enterprise resource planning software. They provide a set of comprehensive solutions for businesses of all sizes and all industry sectors. Currently, SAP is now the third largest software provider in the world and delivers scalable solutions that enable customers to implement industry best
practices. The company's emphasis is to constantly develop new products that allow their customers to respond to dynamic market conditions and help them maintain a competitive advantage. In 1979, SAP released its mainframe product called R/2. SAP dominated the German market,
and in the 1980s SAP developed a broader market in the rest of Europe. In 1992, SAP developed the client/server application we all know now as R/3. This allowed SAP to bring the software to the U.S. market and within a few years, SAP became the gold standard for ERP software. When
companies chose SAP as their enterprise application software, they identified the integration of business components as an important advantage. Many other software companies used a best-of-breed method and developed very complex interfaces to integrate the separate software
packages. Supporting and maintaining only one system rather than systems with different hardware platforms have significant cost savings for companies. SAP was originally developed as a enterprise application package that was attractive to very large manufacturing companies. As the
number of companies adopting SAP began to grow, several smaller companies in many different industries came to believe that SAP was the product that could give them a competitive advantage. Many of these companies required only the core SAP functionality. It usually includes
financing, production planning, sales and distribution, and material handling. Often companies would begin their implementations with this core functionality and then on the second and third phase of their implementations, they would introduce functionality such as product cost expense,
inventory management, human resources, plant maintenance, and quality management. The launch of the SAP software—rolled out at the end of 2005—is called ERP Central Component (ECC) 6.0. With this release, SAP announced its plan for future releases dubbed innovation without
disruption. Upgrade cycles are minimized, but some enhancement packages will continue to be released during the product lifecycle. As an example, to be responsive to user requirements, the company released enhancement package (EHP8) 2016. In addition to the central SAP software,
the company has introduced specific software for processes such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Product Lifestyle Management (PLM) and Supplier Relationship Management (SRM). SAP software is designed to enable your business to
deliver your customers what they want when they want it. And when fully optimized, inventory and lead times are managed so that you accomplish this by spending as little money as possible. Possible.
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